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ABOUT TRIMO

Trimo Group is one of the leading providers of building envelope solutions.
CORPORATE PROFILE

Since its formation in 1961 Trimo has established itself as one of Europe’s leading companies developing original and complete building envelope solutions (façades and roofs), steel constructions and modular space solutions.

The company’s excellent reputation for innovation, quality and customer support continues to impress as new markets and new opportunities are explored.

Expert knowledge, sustainability, reliability and a focus on the future are all basic components that have taken Trimo around the world. Today Trimo sells its products and services under its own brand across more than 60 countries worldwide. Trimo has established a sales network in almost 30 countries and has production facilities in Slovenia and Serbia.

In its sector Trimo is regarded not only as a market leader, but also as a trend setter and a highly innovative company as proven by its receipt of numerous international awards for innovation and cooperation on projects which have received the most respected prestigious architectural awards.
FACTS

- Projects in more than **100 countries worldwide**
- More than 50 million m² of façades and roofs produced in **55+ years**
- Around **500 employees**
- Sales network in almost **30 countries**
PRODUCT RANGE

Over the years Trimo's portfolio of products has grown and developed in tune with market requirements and is considered now to present one of the most modern and comprehensive ranges of construction solutions.
**METAL MODULAR FAÇADE SYSTEM**

**QBISS ONE**

Qbiss One is a design and technological breakthrough. It is a world-class engineered façade solution, which presents the ultimate combination of aesthetics, design and function.

Qbiss One delivers the greatest freedom of expression and offers designs of almost limitless possibilities. Without any doubt this is one of the smoothest and flattest façade envelopes in its class. The façade element itself is improved further with a patented unique rounded corner.

In addition to its exceptional design Qbiss One excels also in fire safety, energy efficiency, air and water tightness as well as being 98% recyclable and with a low CO₂ footprint.
INNOVATIVE METAL RAINSCREEN SYSTEM
QBISS SCREEN

An innovative metal rainscreen system designed for ventilated façade applications and for both new-build and refurbishment use. It comprises of an aluminium honeycomb core, held between two metal skins, with each element corner formed without cutting or folding.

Versatile and flexible, Qbiss Screen is equally applicable as a roof covering or exterior and interior ceiling and wall, bringing a system-approach to the building envelope, which can be fully combined with the Qbiss One insulated architectural building envelope solutions.

Extremely and perfectly flat, Qbiss Screen is also engineered to meet the highest A2 fire regulation demands as well as extremely high wind loads or where large elements are required.
FIREPROOF ROOFS AND FACADES
TRIMOTERM

Trimoterm is a range of environmentally friendly roofs and façades, which are ideal for constructions, where there are very high demands for fire resistance [up to 180 minutes], sound reduction and thermal insulation.

Trimoterm fire proof roof and façade panels with non-combustible mineral wool core are designed to be used for the prevention of fire flashover and/or the prevention of spreading of fire as well as not producing deathly toxic smoke.

Trimoterm panels are constructed from environmentally friendly materials, are 98% recyclable and provide a low CO₂ footprint during the lifetime of the building.
Q-Air is a unique unitized glass curtain wall system, which uses an innovative, multi-chamber insulating core that provides exceptional energy savings and living comfort.

High aesthetics and multiple design possibilities allow Q-Air to meet the widest architectural ideas and aspirations as it uniform large, fully structural glazed interior and exterior surfaces.

Q-Air manages solar heat gain, thermal and light transmittance so perfectly that a full, panoramic transparent glazed area is achievable whilst fulfilling the building regulations for thermal insulation and total energy consumption of the building.

To assure a complete building envelope solution for any building type or application, Q-Air is available in transparent, translucent and opaque unit options supported by either polymer or aluminium extrusion profiles.
Trimo Modular Space Solutions offer exceptional price/performance value for complete camp assemblies, commercial offices, housing and accommodation, or for virtually any use as required.

Trimo modular units are made of natural materials and are almost 100% recyclable. They deliver great environmental benefits (thermal insulation, sound reduction) to present an adaptable, versatile and sustainable modular solution.

Modular units can be shipped assembled or, to keep transport cost to a minimum, supplied flat-packed for on-site assembly with just the minimum of tools. Units can also be easily disassembled after use and transferred to a new location.
ARTME

ArtMe is a unique, high-tech façade surface treatment that allows literally unlimited shapes, patterns and visual effects to be inscribed on the façade envelope.

ArtMe brings together individuality, difference, aesthetics and design. Through highly controlled, 3D-forming technology ArtMe enables you to complement the façade cladding of your building with aesthetic designs, which play with combinations of interesting shapes, shadows, reflection and patterns.
CUSTOMER CARE
Trimo’s clientele includes companies and brands of all sizes with a wide range of architectural and business development needs. Many are high-profile global brands with which it has developed close, longstanding and profitable relationships.

Trimo’s portfolio of partners includes companies such as:

- Airbus,
- Heathrow Airport,
- Neste,
- Philips,
- DHL,
- Porsche,
- McLaren,
- IKEA,
- Prologis,
- Mercedes,
- Coca Cola

... and many others.
CUSTOMER SUPPORT

The Customer Support Team is a partner clients can count on to provide comprehensive assistance throughout the entire duration of their project: from planning and purchasing to project management and creation, as well as the flawless implementation.

CERTIFICATES

For its products and solutions Trimo has received more than 1500 certificates in 23 countries worldwide. Certificates include ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001: 2004, OHSAS 18001: 2007, CE, TUV, LPCB, FM Approved, CWCT, EN, SC2, DIN, BS, UBC and many others.